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How to Watch Spain vs. Georgia

Match Day: Sunday, June 30, 2024

Match Time: 3:00 PM ET

Venue: RheinEnergieStadion

Location: Köln, Germany

TV Channel: FOX

Streaming: FOX Sports

https://allhamdulilllah.blogspot.com/2024/06/spain-vs-georgia.html


In terms of protecting his goal, Mamardashvili’s 8.4 ‘goals prevented’ in La Liga in 2023-24 was
the best out of all goalkeepers in the league.

Indeed, so far at this tournament, the giant 23-year-old has been one of their best players,
repelling shot after shot in their three group-stage matches so far.

I wouldn't be surprised to see him move this summer, Ahmed - though it will take a lot of money
to buy him!

If Spain’s passing combinations down one side of the pitch are halted by the opponent’s
defence, they look to switch the ball quickly to the other side to try to put their winger in a

one-vs-one situation or create an overload using the full-back.

Looking at the number of attempted switches of play — which is defined by Opta as any pass
that travels at least 60 per cent of the width of the pitch — Spain’s 7.5 per game was the

second-most of all teams competing in the Euro qualifiers after Georgia (8.1).

In terms of successful switches of play, their 6.5 per game topped the charts.

Meanwhile, eight of the 18 goals Georgia conceded on their way to Germany came from
crosses or cutbacks from the wide areas. Despite defending in a back five, Georgia’s Achilles’

heel seems to be the flanks.

Spain Player Insights

In three matches in UEFA Euro, Fabian Ruiz has helped spark Spain with one goal and one
assist.

In UEFA Euro (three matches), Alvaro Morata has tallied one goal for Spain.

Although Dani Olmo has not scored a goal in UEFA Euro (three matches), he has recorded one
assist for Spain.



Pedri has accumulated one assist for Spain in UEFA Euro without scoring a goal.

Georgia Player Insights Georges Mikautadze has been a major contributor for Georgia in UEFA
Euro, with three goals (first in UEFA European Championship play) and one assist.

Khvicha Kvaratskhelia has recorded one goal for Georgia in UEFA Euro.

Giorgi Kochorashvili does not have a goal but has one assist in UEFA Euro.

Spain's Euro 2024 Performance Spain has scored five goals in three matches in this tournament
(fourth in UEFA European Championship), and Georgia has allowed four goals in three matches

(12th in tournament).

With 5 goals scored and 0 allowed, Spain is second in UEFA Euro in goal differential.

Ferran Torres, in the match against Albania, scored a goal.

Spain faced Albania in its last game, earning a win by a final score of 1-0. The victorious Spain
side took 13 shots, outshooting Albania by four.

Georgia's Euro 2024 Performance Georgia has scored four goals in this tournament (1.3 per
game). Spain has not conceded a goal yet.

Georgia's goal difference (0) ranks 10th in UEFA Euro.

Georgia secured a 2-0 win over Portugal on June 26 in its last game. Portugal outshot Georgia
23 to seven.

Mikautadze and Kvaratskhelia paced Georgia with a goal each.



FOX Sports created this story using technology provided by Data Skrive and data from
Sportradar.


